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We are happy to announce that for the seventh time kites from around the 
world will cover the blue skies above Łeba's beach.

Kite enthusiasts, professionals and amateurs, are very welcome to take 
part in the 7th International Kite Festival in Łeba.

Kites will adorn the sky during the day and at night – spectacular night 
show, accompanied by music is becoming now a tradition.

For the youngest we planned exciting kite workshops and many 
other attractions for the active participants of the festival.

Lets fill the sky above Łeba's beach with phenomenal designs 
and colors together!

All kite lovers wishing to actively participate in the 
Festival, please contact us at: 

leba.kite.festival@gmail.com

See you soon!
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On August 26-28, 2016, for the sixth time kites from 
around the world covered the blue skies above Leba's 
beach during the 6th International Kite Festival. 
Leba hosted participants from Macau, China, Ghana, 
Austria, Pakistan, Vietnam, South Korea, Finland, 
Belgium, Germany, Ukraine, Russia, South Africa, 
Great Britain, Sweden, the USA, France, the 
Netherlands, Estonia, Italy and Poland.

Every day, starting in the morning, international 
teams were flying their magnificent constructions. 
The first festival afternoon a colorful procession 
marched through the streets of Leba in the direction 
of a Fisheries Culture Center “Boleniec”, where the 
Senator Kazimierz Kleina and the Mayor Andrzej 
Strzechminski together officially opened the 
Festival. During the official opening ceremony, 
Cecylia and Wenancjusz Szalski (Team WenCel-
Zefirek) were awarded with the Medal of the Polish 
Senate in recognition of their contribution to the 
Polish Kite Sports.

On the second day of the festival west wind allowed 
to release giant kites. The whole sky above the beach 
was covered by the huge flying fishes, octopuses, 
turbines, cats, tigers and many more flying creatures. 
This amazing sight attracted crowds of spectators.

International Kite Festival
in Łeba - 2016

On Saturday evening a night kites show was 
performed. With the gentle sounds of music, the 
beach in the area of Neptun Hotel, was decorated 
with lighted candles in a shape of an inscription 
“Leba 2016” and a smiling kite. Despite the poor 
wind conditions, kite fliers managed to release 
luminous kites into the sky. 

During and after the festival a lot of information and 
beautiful photographs were posted in social media. 
That caused a tremendous response from the kite 
world. Kite fliers from all over the world carried off 
congratulations and inquiries about the possibility of 
participation in future International Kite Festivals in 
Leba. 

On October 7, 2016, during the celebration of the 
World Tourism Days, which took place in the 
European Solidarity Centre in Gdansk, the festival in 
Leba was awarded by the Marshal of Pomerania in 
the “Event of the Year” category. Quoting Wieslaw 
Gwizdala, the festival’s organizer: "Thank you, but 
this award is for all those who for many years 
actively supported the organization of the kite 
festival in Leba. Once again, all the people and 
businesses: thank you. Without you and your 
commitment we would not have been that 
successful. I am glad that our efforts were recognized 
and appreciated."
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